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The first defenses to guard the entrance to Los Angeles harbor were built during the years 
1915-1919 at Fort MacArthur in San Pedro. These defenses remained in use for the next 20 
years. With the beginning of the fighting in Europe in 1939, the United States Army began to 
implement plans to replace the outdated coastal defenses around the nation, including those 
at Los Angeles. 

Previous to December 1941, there were no military defenses south of San Pedro. In De- 
cember 1941, the Army brought in mobile 155-millimeter and 75-millimeter guns in addi- 
tion to 3-inch antiaircraft guns to guard the vulnerable beaches around Los Angeles, protect- 
ing the Los Angeles area from possible raids or invasion by the Japanese. The Army sent 
Coast Artillery units to Orange County beaches along with these guns. One unit moved into 
the buildings of the Bolsa Chica Gun Club on the Bolsa Chica Mesa. Two 155 mm GPF 
tractor drawn guns were sited in field emplacements along the shoreline of the estuary. Be- 
ginning in December, two permanent circular concrete "Panaman mounts were built near the 
gun club for mounting the 155 rnm guns. The construction was completed on February 
1942. 

The United States Army received authorization to modernize the harbor defense of the 
major harbors of the United States and its territories in 1940. It was also the most uniform 
program, in that two basic battery designs, one two gun battery design for the large caliber 
guns (mostly 16-inch but some 12-inch) and one two gun battery design for the medium 
caliber guns were used with little variation for all the new gun batteries to be built. 

Under the 1940 Program, the Harbor Defenses of Los Angeles was to receive two 16 inch 
gun batteries and three 6-inch gun batteries, along with their supporting fire control stations 
and the newly developed radar fire control stations. As the new defenses were designed to 
protect a much larger area than the original defenses built at Fort MacArthur, the new gun 
batteries were dispersed along the coastline to afford protection to the approaches to the Los 
Angles harbor area. One 6-inch battery was located at Point Vicente to the north on the Palos 
Verdes Peninsula, one 16-inch battery was located on the hillside above White Point in San 
Pedro, another 6-inch battery was built above Point Fermin on the Upper Reservation of Fort 
MacArthur and the final 6-inch battery and 16 inch battery were built on the Bolsa Chica 
mesa to guard the southern approach to the harbor area. 

The construction of the Bolsa Chica batteries began on April 17, 1943. Each battery had 
been assigned a construction number based on a numbering system used to describe the 
entire modernization program which was being implemented. The 16 inch battery was as- 
signed Construction Number 128 and the 6-inch battery was assigned Construction Number 
242. Construction proceeded apace for the rest of the year. In addition to the gun batteries, 
a separate underground structure, containing plotting and switchboard rooms (PSR) was 
built for Battery 128. Disguised as a oil rig, a large tower containing four fire control stations 
was built near the battery, and a radar installation was constructed near the PSR. 
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